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Notes

This tiny bunny appliqué is a companion to its more involved and larger friend, the Large Sitting Bunny, a part of my
bunny set which you can find on Etsy and Amazon. This new animal appliqué set is one I’ve had in my notebook for a
while, and it’s one of my favorite designs! The little bunnies are curvy and natural in their contours, and consist of only a
few rounds of mostly sc and dc. And never fear, there are lots of photos and even diagrams to show you the way. So
gather your yarns and hooks and crochet a few spring bunnies to hop across your little hats, scarves, dresses and
washcloths!
Depending upon the tightness of your work and the particular yarn you choose, your Small Bunny will measure
approximately 2 inches high, including the ears.

Materials
This pattern is best worked in a number 4 weight (medium or "worsted" weight) and a size G (4.0 mm) aluminum crochet
hook.

Terms and Abbreviations used in this Pattern Set

Beg beginning (as in, “sc in beg chain” – single crochet in the chain at the beginning of this portion).
Ch chain
Dc double crochet
Picot small decorative bump made by making a chain, then going back to a loop a few chains back (the pattern
determines how many), inserting your hook, yarning over and pulling through a sl st to join and form the bump
Prev
previous
Rnd
round
Sc
single crochet

Sep
separated
Sl st
slip stitch (this stitch runs your yarn across some work to get to a new place without changing the shape of the
work; or, it simply is a join to a stitch with just a loop pulled through)
Sp
space formed in your work, usually on a previous round

Instructions for Small Sitting Bunny
Below is a diagram which shows the very few stitches which make up this tiny bunny:

First you will start by forming a sc circle out to 12 sc (this is the base of the body):
Ch1, tighten loop to form knot. This is optional, but will keep the center of your work tight. Ch 2, work 6 sc in
2nd loop from hook.
Continue on without joining (working in a spiral), working 2 sc in next 6 sc. This will give you a circle of 12 sc.

Ch 2, sc in same st, sc in next st, (sc, ch 2, sc) in next st, (base of bunny formed- see photo below)

Then work tail: ch 2, sc in 2nd ch from hook.

Sl st (along back) in next 5 st, then form base of head: ch 1, sc in next 2 st.

Ch 1, turn, sc in each of the 2 sc of prev row of head (your work is flipped as you do this).

Flip back to right side (turn work), then form ears: *ch 4, turn, sl st in 3 chs back to head, join at the base of the
last sc of the head, repeat from * for second ear.

Tie off. Weave end of your yarn through the back side of your work.

Thank you for purchasing my pattern! To see more of my crochet design work, visit My Etsy Pattern Store
(“susanlinnstudio”) or see my crochet patterns on Amazon.
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